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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Qlik Sense deployment is planned for 200 users initially. Within a year, the number of users
will grow to
2000, with over 100 apps. Most of these users will be the organization's firewall. There are plans
to eventually allows access to some apps to users outside the firewall.
Which two deployment modes will ensure secure access to Qlik Sense apps to users outside the
firewall.
Which two deployment models will ensure secure access to Qlik Sense apps by authorized
users outside the firewall? (Select two.)
A. Deploy Qlik Sense in the corporate network, open all required firewall, and allow external
users to access apps directly.
B. Enable all external users to connect to the corporate network via a secure VPN to access Qlik
Sense apps.
C. Deploy Qlik Sense in the DMZ and open all required ports to internal and external users.
D. Configure Qlik Sense in 'off-line mode' for external users and allow then to access apps
locally
E. Deploy a reverse proxy in the DMZ and configure it to forward all Qlik Sense traffic to the Qlik
Sense servers on the corporate network.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following alarm notification methods is not supported by ManageOne

OperationCenter?
A. enail
B. SMS
C. Phone
D. Alarm transfer in progress
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Activity resource requirements and resource breakdown structure are outputs from what
Project Time Management process?
A. Activity Definition
B. Schedule Development
C. Activity Resource Estimating
D. Schedule Control
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option D
B. Option A
C. Option B
D. Option C
Answer: C
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